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Calmness of Nature, Active
Experiences – This is Preddvor
For all those who would like to smell freshly cut grass, listen to the
sound of cow bells on the pasture, stand by the wind rustling among the
trees, sit in nature on the banks of the river Kokra, scare away a flock of
chamois on rocky slopes or relive the taste of home-baked bread, visiting
Preddvor is definitely the right decision. Storžič, a striking two-thousandmeter peak, the grassy Zaplata with the mysterious Devil’s borscht and
the churches on the hills glisteningly reflect their beautiful image on the
surface of Lake Črnava. Beautiful, peaceful natural scenery offers you a
relaxed walk around the lake, and with centuries-old redwoods you can
relive the times when the castle park flourished here with exotic tree
species that are nowadays difficult to find in Slovenia. The place was
named after Dvor Castle. It is also an important point for the development
of tourism, the first hotel having been opened in 1921. Visitors who are
eager to endulge in an active lifestyle can choose between hiking, cycling,
paragliding, fishing or discovering the charms of our themed trails. In any
case, it is true that Preddvor is beautiful and admirable at any time of the
year, as there is an unblemished pearl hidden under our mountains.
THE LEGEND OF THE DEVIL’S BORSCHT: FOLK TRADITION TELLS OF TWO
FARMERS WHO STUBBORNLY QUARRELED OVER THEIR RIGHTFUL POSSESSION
OF THE FOREST UNTIL ONE OF THEM EXCLAIMED IN ANGER: “THEN LET THE
DEVIL TAKE HIM!” AND SO THE DEVIL RACED TOWARDS THE MOUNTAINS
WITH A BEECH FOREST ON HIS BACK. HE HAD JUST REACHED THE MIDDLE OF
MOUNT ZAPLATA WHEN THE BELL IN THE CHURCH OF ST. JACOB ANNOUNCED
THE DAY. THE DEVIL LOST ALL HIS STRENGTH AND DROPPED THE BURDEN
FROM HIS BACK TO FALL ONTO THE SLOPE OF THE HILL. THIS IS HOW THE
SOLITARY FOREST IN THE MIDDLE OF THE GRASSY SLOPE OF ZAPLATA WAS
CREATED, WHICH STILL SHOWS TRAVELLERS THE DIRECTION TO PREDDVOR.

More about Preddvor:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/welcome/discover-preddvor
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Through Time and Culture
Archaeological unearthings of mountain settlements found on Sv. Jakob, Sv.
Lovrenc and Gradišče above Bašlj, where the most famous settlement from
early medieval Carniola is located, testify to the fact that our places have
always been interesting for settlement. Today, the churches of Sv. Lovrenc
above Bašelj, Sv. Miklavž above Mače and Sv. Jakob above Potoče stand
at the archeological sites, which are strung like a pearl necklace under the
slopes of Storžič. Preddvor boasts four castles and got its name from
Dvor Castle which is also an important spot for the development of tourism.
Hrib Castle on Lake Črnava once hosted prominent people from all over
Europe, while wedding tourism flourished in its park. Not far away is Turn
Castle, once the home of our first female poet, writer, storyteller
and composer Josipina Urbančič Turnograjska. On the way to Sv. Jakob, you
can see the ruins of Pusti Castle, which more than a millennium ago watched
over the Kokra valley.
THE CHURCH OF ST. LENART ON BREG IS HOME TO THE BEST-PRESERVED
MEDIEVAL ARTEFACT IN THE ENTIRE COUNTRY. WHAT MAKES THIS CHURCH
SO SPECIAL IS ITS WOODEN CEILING DATING FROM THE 15TH CENTURY, WHICH
IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN SLOVENIA, AND ALSO THE FIRST STILL-LIFE
DEPICTION IN SLOVENIA, A PAINTING OF FIGS.

They Wrote Our History
The history of Preddvor was written
by exceptional people. We are proud
of the first Slovenian female writer,
poet, composer, pianist and storyteller
Josipina Urbančič, who penned under
the pseudonym Turnograjska, after her
home in Turn Castle. She lived at a time
when creative expression in the Slovene
language was the exception rather than
the rule, especially for a woman in the
then-male literary society. Matija Valjavec,
according to the Kračman family, is one
of the greatest writers and collectors of
Slovene folk storytelling from the 19th
century and is considered the most
important Slovene fable writer. Pastor Fran Lakmayer, who worked in Preddvor
from 1908 to 1933, is considered a forefather of Slovenian beekeeping. His book
Smart Beekeeper (Umni Čebelar) is the first systematic textbook in the Slovene
language on the subject and was considered a kind of beekeeping catechism
among our beekeepers. Matija Naglič is an important representative of Slovene
literature in the first half of the 19th century.
JOSIPINA URBANČIČ TURNOGRAJSKA HAD A PASSIONATE EXCHANGE OF LETTERS
WITH HER FUTURE HUSBAND, LOVRO TOMAN, DURING HIS STUDIES IN GRAZ AND
VIENNA. IN THREE YEARS, THEY EXCHANGED MORE THAN 1,066 LETTERS, AND
THIS PRESERVED CORRESPONDENCE OF LOVE LETTERS IS CONSIDERED ONE OF
THE LARGEST IN THE SLOVENIAN LANGUAGE. THE WRITINGS, WHICH RANGE FROM
25 TO 35 PAGES, WERE WRITTEN BY THE COUPLE TO EACH OTHER EVERY DAY. NOT
ONLY DO THE LETTERS PROVIDE INSIGHT INTO THEIR EMOTIONAL WORLD, BUT
THEY ALSO PRESENT A BROADER VIEW OF THE WAY LIFE WAS AT THAT TIME.

More about history and culture:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/welcome/history-and-culture

Strap On Those Hiking Boots
Go ahead and take the many paths that our
environment has to offer. Beautiful peaks can be
reached by anyone on manageable hiking trails, while
experience are recommended to conquer higher
peaks. We even have enough challenges for betterprepared and experienced alpinists and climbers.

More about hiking trails:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/hiking

Bicycling Around

ACTIVE EXPERIENCES

Up, Down and Around
HIKING AND CONQUESTS THE MOUNTAIN PEAKS. MYSTERIOUS CASTLES AND
LUXURIOUS CHURCHES. ROW ON THE LAKE AND RIDE WITH MOUNTAIN BIKES. FISHING
IN THE KOKRA RIVER AND SAILING ABOVE THE CLOUDS. HISTORY AND CULTURE. AND IN
BETWEEN A LOT OF GOOD ENERGY AND UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS.

Recreational cyclists have access to many cycling
routes that lead through villages and forests, across
meadows and fields with beautiful views spanning
across the Julian Alps all the way to the KamnikSavinja Alps. Mountain bikers also have their own
exclusive terrain here.

More about cycling routes:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/cycling

More Than a Walk in the Park

Cast the Line and Enjoy

How long have these huge trees been growing? Did
they really used to transport sea salt once? Will our
magic skills be able to disenchant storks? Uh, did our
ancestors really live at such amazing place? On walks
along our themed trails, you will find answers to these
and many other questions that will arise on the way.

What brings most fishermen together is their love of
nature, water, fishing and socializing. The Kokra river
offers us all these pleasures along with picturesque
pebbles and Lake Črnava with its beautiful mountain
scenery. The extraordinary pristineness of both waters
is the reason for their extremely diverse fauna and flora.

More about thematic trails:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/thematic-trails

Purchase of a fishing ticket:
www.ribiskekarte.si/en

Paragliding Above the Clouds

Castle Experience

Paragliders from Slovenia and all over the world
come here to witness breathtaking views and enjoy
the friendly thermals. Not a beautiful day passes
without having at least a few of these peace and
freedom-loving enthusiasts in the sky. The Turbulence
Paragliding Club in Preddvor will also be happy to
work up an unforgettable experience - a clear blue sky.

While Dvor Castle has served tourist purposes in the
past, after exactly one hundred years it has reopened its
doors for this purpose, expanding its tourist attractions
to include the old store, pharmacy, printing house, wine
cellar and… Let’s not tell everything, maybe just enough
to let you know that with us you can touch all the
exhibits, sit on them or just dress up fit for a castle.

Fly above the clouds:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/paragliding/

More about the castle experience:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/castle-day

Sound Postcard of Preddvor

Let Yourself Be Amazed

While walking through nature, we perceive the world
around us to a greater extent with our eyes. What about
sound? Have you ever listened to birds, bees, wind,
mowing the grass, ringing bells? Participating in the
Sound Postcard of Preddvor is a great opportunity for a
unique way to experience nature and all its sounds.

While it is true that all the information about Preddvor
and its surroundings can be found online and in book
guides, they cannot replace a visit with a local who lives
and breathes with this area. With our expert guides, you
will discover interesting local stories and hidden corners
that would otherwise slip past you and deprive you of an
unforgettable experience.

More about the sound postcard of Preddvor:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/sound-postcard

More about guides:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/plan-a-visit/tour-guides

A Day in the Life of the
Carniolan Bee
Slovenia is the original land of the Carniolan Lavender,
a bee that is characterized by calmness and diligence.
Our honey ranks among the best quality honey in the
world. In Kokl Beekeeping take their visitors to the
mysterious world of bees. Let it bee!

More about visiting a Beekeeper:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/visit-a-beekeeper

The Joys of Winter
While winter is a time when most of nature lays down
to rest, this is definitely not the case for all snow-loving
adventurers. Near by Preddvor lies the high-altitude
ski resort Krvavec, which offers its visitors 30 km of
perfectly prepared ski slopes on natural snow. The
nearby mountains offer excellent conditions for ski
touring, while the frozen enticements of Lake Črnava
invite you to ice-skate, albeit at your own risk.
More information about the ski resort Krvavec:

www.rtc-krvavec.si/en

Experience Our Hospitality
PAMPERING IN A HOTEL OR BOARDING HOUSE, RENTING A MODERN
APARTMENT, STAYING IN A DREAM COTTAGE, EXPERIENCING THE
CHARMS OF RURAL TOURISM, STAYING OVERNIGHT IN MOUNTAIN HUTS
AND SHARING ROMANCE IN GLAMPING HUTS. WE OFFER A WIDE VARIETY
OF FORMS OF ACCOMMODATION DURING ALL SEASONS. IN ADDITION TO
TIDINESS, CLEANLINESS, SAFETY AND COMFORT, THEIR BEST COMMON
ASSET ARE HOSPITABLE AND CORDIAL HOSTS.
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Choose your accommodation:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/plan-a-visit/accommodation

Cheers and Bon Appetit
Just as mountains, plains, rivers and the sea overflow in our country, tastes
overflow between regional landscapes. Our caterers are extremely unique
in preparing their culinary masterpieces and you will find delicious surprises
on every menu. Whether it is traditional Preddvor or Slovenian dishes, they
will always be accompanied by the tastes of excellent Slovenian wines.
THE MOST FAMOUS LOCAL DISHES ARE PREDDVOR TRIPE AND POSMODULJA,
WHICH HOUSEWIVES BAKED FOR CHILDREN WHILE BAKING BREAD. THE CHILDREN
HAD A HARD TIME WAITING FOR THE BREAD, SO THEY ROLLED OUT A LOAF OF
DOUGH THINLY, COATED IT WITH SOUR CREAM, HERBS, LARD OR OTHER SPREAD
AND BAKED IT QUICKLY.

What would you eat today?
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/plan-a-visit/culinary

Buy Local
Cook your lunch from locally sourced ingredients. Choose a work of art
by a local artist as a souvenir. In the center of Preddvor, local farmers,
growers and artists occasionally offer their crops and products on the
stands of our farmers’ market. On their farms, in their workshops and in
their studios, however, their offers are available at all times.

Buy local:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/what-to-do/local-market

All Roads Lead to Preddvor

Calm Nature, Active Experiences

Although Preddvor lies secluded under the mountains, it has good transport
connections with the rest of the world. The international airport is just over
10 km away. It is a 15-minute drive from the motorway cross, which connects
the whole of Slovenia. Only a good half hour drive separates us from neighboring
Austria via Jezersko.
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All information how to reach us:
www.visitpreddvor.si/en/plan-a-visit/arrival
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